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About This Software

The Mind Massaging Machine is an audiovisual experience designed to help to induce a hypnotic trance. The system comes with
it's own library of sessions but anyone can create and import their own session files.

The sessions can employ dynamic binaural beats, subliminal texts and pictures, dynamic spiral animations, written and spoken
text and other things.

Current Features
- Designed for VR

- Spatial Audio
- Brainwave Synchronization through different approaches

○ Strobe light
○ Binaural beats

○ Isochronic tones
- Growing library of hypnosis and mind massage sessions

- Beautifully handcrafted visual focus environments
- Support for regular 2D displays

- Add custom sessions made by yourself or a trusted friend or your therapist

To create your own sessions you can use the "SessionMaker" tool, available from heptamind.com/index.php/mind-massaging-
machine-sessionmaker/

New features and sessions are constantly being worked at, so look forward to future updates!
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Title: Mind Massaging Machine
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
Heptamind
Publisher:
Heptamind
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Atom

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: This configuration will not work with VR mode

English
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mind massaging machine. mind massaging machine files. mind massaging machine vr

This is a very nice brainwave synchronization tool using both audio (binaural beats and Isocronic tones) and visual entrainment
to sync your brain to the desired frequency for relaxation, creativity, concentration or meditation. I especially like the option to
create and experiment with custom sessions. VR support is also a very nice touch adding a lot to the experience.

Note the following minor bugs in the current beta version (1.0) of the session maker:
1.) Mp3 background audio is not working (OGG audio is working well).
2.) Isochronic tones are only working when strobe lights are turned on.
3.) Deleting custom sessions in the Mind Machine sometimes give a blank page requiring restarting the software.
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MMM v1.1 planned for February:
Here's a little heads-up on what is coming next to the Mind Massaging Machine. Due to several technical overhauls the list of
new features isn't very long this time.

For v1.1 the following things are planned:

Sitting or laying down?
I know a lot of people want to use MMM in a bed or a recliner instead of just standard sitting position. The main menu will give
you the possibility to set or quickly change in what position you want to be in. Positions of the menus and the spiral orientation
will change accordingly for comfortable use.

Better session info screen
The session info screen is very limited right now. Tihs will be overhauled and will provide a clearer overview of the session.
There will be more space for thee description, length and used features will be shown.

You might be curious what other things are planned. While there is no roadmap for these things and I cannot possibly say when
these features are coming, here's a selection of stuff I want to add to MMM:

 More complex and interactive sessions

 Spiral editor

 GIF support

 Support for peripherals like Muse or MindWave EEG sensors

 Improved session importing and library management

 Third party Content Creator session library access

 Guidance mode (Authorize with and connect to another MMM user to supervise and adjust a session in real time)

 And more ��

. Mind Massaging Machine Bugfix Release 1.0.4 and SessionMaker Update:
This is a quick update to let you know that version 1.0.4 of MMM has been uploaded to all platforms and should arrive on your
devices soon if it hasn't already. This update has minor improvements and also fixes a few more problematic bugs.

 Fixed Bugs
- Sessions using MP3 files were not working on certain devices
- Sessions that had no audio file or textscript did not run properly
- corrupted or otherwise not readable sessions could be imported and break SessionLibrary

Also, SessionMaker has been updated to let you set a duration for files that do not use an audio file or a textscript. You can
download the updated SessionMaker from here[heptamind.com] (I'll be including it in Steam soon).

If nothing critical is found the next update should be v1.1 later this month. Wish me luck!
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